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The aim of incident response readiness is to have a 

well established awareness and guidance towards 

behaving effectively when an incident occurs

It is a continuous process of improvement

The more you have incidents, the more mature 

readiness you should have!

Incidents happen all the time



A story of an incident

Email phishing of bank users

Employee removed the mail and didn’t notify of the breach

Employee changed password and though the issue is resolved

The attacker added himself in the cc in all outgoing and redirected 

the incoming messages

When data leakage was discovered later, the access logs found 

were not enough and detailed, the user accessed mail from outside, 

and no administration logs for the online servers.



Preparation: What are the main pillars

People

Partners

Roles and Responsibilities

Training

3rd party support teams and consultants

Stakeholders

Evaluation



Preparation: What are the main pillars (cont’d)

Process

Adversary Emulation and purple teaming

War room readiness

Drills

Asset list of Technologies, versions, usage

Playbooks

Communication



Preparation: What are the main pillars (cont’d)

Technology

Log Coverage

Threat Intelligence & continuous VA

Available Data on OSI

Asset list of Technologies, versions, usage

Backups

Tools



Measuring Readiness

Readiness can be assessed using different techniques that 

can enhance the overall plan

Log correlation, coverage, use case modification is time and 

resource consuming.

Drills, Purple teaming, adversary emulation, readiness 

assessment and others come to aid!



Tailored preconfigured attack simulation 

exercises based on TTPs

Automated execution with indicators of 

success

The goal is to be able to quickly simulate 

attacks and generate logs for the 

continuous assurance of the defenses

Involves Emulation of how a realistic threat actor 

behaves using TTPs

Maximized interaction with the blue team

The goal is to improve how the blue team detects 

and prevents attacks

Adversary 

Simulation

Purple 

Teaming



“Engage people with what they expect; it is what they are able to

discern and confirms their projections. It settles them into predictable

patterns of response, occupying their minds while you wait for the

extraordinary moment — that which they cannot anticipate.”

― Sun Tzu, The Art of War



Do you have  

anyquestions?


